Interphases in systems of conducting phases
Abstract -The document is an Appendix to the Manual of Symbols and Terminology for Physicochernical Quantities and Units. Together with the other appendices notably that on Electrochemical Nomenclature, it expands the recommendations for nomenclature in the region of interphases containing charged particles. After suggesting terms for the description of the interphase itself, there are sections outlining nomenclature for electric potertials at free surfaces (a condensed phase in contact with vacuum or dilute gas) and in interphases (the boundary between two dense phases). These include a discussion of the electronic work function and the Volta (or contact) potential difference. Interphases between metals, semiconductors and electrolytes are discussed. Nomenclature for the thermodynamic properties of the interphase at equilibrium is recommended including canacitances and components of charge. Quantities related to the description of the structure of the interphase are discussed and terms consistent with the present knowledge of this structure are recommended for the situations of the adsorption of ions or molecules and the nossibility of partial charge transfer. Some general remarks are made about adsorption isotherms. The report concludes with some recommendations for the nomenclature of the mechanical properties of solid surfaces.
PREFACE
The present document is intended to give an account of the nomenclature of adsorption phenomena at some electrified interphases by expanding previous recommendations to more specific systems. It must therefore be used in conjunction with the Manual of Symbols and Terminology (ref. 1) and its Appendices I, II (refs. 2,3) and III (ref. 4 ) since a number of quantities already defined in the other documents have been introduced here without any further comment. Some references can also be found to two documents of the Electrochemistry Commission dealing with trasport phenomena in electrolytic systems (ref. 5) , and with recommendations for publication of kinetic parameters (ref. 6 ).
The present recommendations are essentially based on concepts of general physics and adsorption thermodynamics while nonequilibrium dynamics as well as quantumchemical aspects have not been included. Much of the current discussion of the systems dealt with in this document depends on models. The purpose of the recommendations is to provide terms and symbols for the kinds of quantities, the components and the systems that may be described by measurement or by quantitative models. The attempt made here to codify the nomenclature should not be taken to imply endorsement of a particular model.
The document is necessarily incomplete and it is hoped that it will be supplemented in the future. As major examples, ionic solid/liquid and solid/solid electrolyte interphases are not dealt with, attention being primarily focussed on metal/electrolyte solution, and secondarily on electrolyte solution/air and metal/vacuum interphases.
At the end of the document, a list of symbols with the appropriate SI unit has been attached. Multiples or submultiples are equally acceptable and may frequently be preferred where justified by usage. Symbols already recommended in Appendix III (ref. 4) have not been included in the list.
GENERALITIES

1.1
Interface and surface
The plane ideally marking the boundary between two phases is called the interface. Although interfaces are always dealt with from a thermodynamic point of view, if attention is actually focussed on only one of the two phases, the plane ideally marking the boundary between the phase and the environment is called the surface of the phase.
This term is used particularly of a condensed phase in contact with a vacuum or an "inert" gas atmosphere. This condition is often emphasized by using the term free surface: e.g. the (free) surface of a metal in a vacuum or a dilute gas, the (free) surface of a liquid (much below the boiling point) in the air. "Free" surface should not be confused with "unoccupied" or "bare" surface which is normally used to indicate the part of a surface not covered by an adsorbate or to emphasize the condition of a surface without adsorbed species in contrast with the state of the surface with adsorbate.
The extent of the interface (surface) is measured by its area, A (or S) . For solids, a real (true , actual) Ar ' fld a geometric Ag, surface (interface) area may be defined (ref. 4) if asperities are present whose height is orders of magnitude greater than the atomic or molecular size. The geometric surface is the projection of the real surface on a plane parallel to the macroscopic, visible phase boundary. The ratio fr Ar/Ag is defined as the roughness (rugosity) factor. If asperities are of the order of the atomic size, the surface of the solid may be better described as stepped. High index faces of crystals are stepped surfaces but may be ideally ssoth in the sense of the roughness factor.
.2 Interphase and surface region
Particles of a condensed phase located near a newly created (free) surface are subjected to unbalanced forces. Modifications occurring to bring the system to equilibrium generally extend somewhat into the phase. The tridimensional region, extending from the free surface towards the interior, where the properties differ from the bulk is the surface region. The term "surface" may also be used in this sense.
The region between two phases where the properties vary between those in the bulk is the interfacial region (Fig. 1) . It may also be regarded as a distinct -though not autonomousphase and be called the interphase. The term "interface" used synonymously with "interphase" is not recommended. There is no clear boundary between the interfacial region and the bulk of the phases so that the thickness of the interphase depends on the model chosen to describe this region. Although only parameters relevant to the interphase as a whole can be thermodynamically defined it may be convenient and expedient for some purpose to split them into contributions of the two phases. Therefore, the interphase may be envisaged as consisting of the surface regions of the two phases in contact (Fig. 1) . The properties of each of these generally differ from those of the free surfaces of the two phases because the local forces in play as a rule differ in the two cases.
Electrified interphase
Electrified interphases are those between phases containing free charged components which are usually accumulated or depleted in the surface regions thus giving rise to net charges on the phases. This definition includes the special case when the net charge on each of the phases reduces to zero.
When charged components are present in the two phases, electroneutrality must be fulfilled, on the time average, in any infinitesimal volume in the bulk of the phases. In the interphase electroneutrality is also fulfilled in any volume with constant cross-section parallel to the interface, extending into each bulk phase.
Charged components may or may not cross the interface between two phases. In this respect, interphases may be divided into the limiting types unpolarizable and polarizable respectively. Ideally unpolarizable interphases are those for which the exchange of common charged components between the phases proceeds unhindered. Ideally polarizcthle interphases are those for which there are no common components between the phases or the exchange of these is hindered. Real interphases may approach more or less well one of the above two idealized cases. Polarizability or non-polarizability is not an absolute property of an interphase but depends on a number of conditions, e.g. time scale of the experiment. If i is taken as the running index of different molecules present in the dipole layer then:
where p is the component of the permanent or induced dipole of molecule i normal to the interface. p is taken to contribute a positive surface potential if the positive end of the dipole points to the interior of the phase, c is the effective (local) permittivity and is the number of molecules of species i in the surface region.
Oppositely charged ionic components, if present in the phase, may penetrate the surface region differently and can be envisaged as being located on different planes there. This charge separation may also be expressed as a dipole contribution p , • The surface potential drop of an electrolyte solution is thus the sum of an ionic and a dipolar contribution. The latter may differ from that of the pure solvent.
The adsorption of an uncharged molecule may also change X both by changing the orientation or number of existing molecules and by contributing a dipole potential itself if it has a dipole Ccf.eqn.(2.l.l)].
Surface of metals
Metals are usually envisaged as containing two constituents: ions (ion cores of metal atoms) and mobile (free) electrons (valence electrons of metal atoms). The term "electrons" is often used to mean "free electrons".
All free electrons in a metal experience the same potential energy, Ve, resulting from electron-ion and electron-electron interactions. Ve is measured with respect to electron at rest in a field-free vacuum where Ve = 0 (Fig. 2) . It is a negative quantity and includes bulk, V, and surface, _eXM, contribution, the latter being due to the surface potential of the metal:
Free electrons are distributed in energy levels at increasing kinetic energy, te (Note a). The highest level filled with electrons at 0 K is the Fermi level where the kinetic energy has the value 6e and c are positive quantities (Fig. 2) . At the Fermi level: 
Electron work function
The electron work function, , of a metal M is the minimum work needed to extract electrons from the Fermi level of a metal across a surface carrying no net charge. It is equal to the sum of the potential energy and the kinetic Fermi energy taken with the reverse sign ( Fig. 2) :
As customarily defined, , V and are entitic quantities, i.e. they are referred to a single entity (particle) of the system (one electron, in the present case). The electron work function, multinlied by the Avogadro constant, is therefore equal to the molar Fermi energy (or real potential of electrons) taken with the reverse sign:
The work function depends on the structure of the surface at an atomic level. In this sense it is an anisotropic quantity. Stepped surfaces of metals exhibit lower work functions than smooth surfaces. Roughness at a macroscopic level is not a parameter relevant to the work function. The work function can be defined rigorously only for well defined crystal faces. Polycrystalline surfaces are made up of different crystal faces. If patchy surfaces are con sidered, each patch with true work function occupying the area fraction 0 of the real surface, the average work function of the polycrystalline surface may be defined by: 
ELECTRIC POTENTIALS IN INTERPHASES
Dipolar contribution
Although at the interface between two phases distinct dipolar layers relevant to the two phases may not be experimentally distinguishable easily, it is often convenient for the purpose of modelling to distinguish separate contributions to the surface potential. The sharp separation rests on the assumption of absence of partial charge transfer between the two phases. The dipole potential of a phase at the interface with another phase is, anyhow, more difficult to define. It differs in principle from that at the free surface and a different symbol must be used. Thus:
is the dipole potential of phase o at the boundary with phase . Accordingly:
is the dipole potential of phase at the same interface. The total potential drop associated with dipolar layers in the interphase is:
In principle:
except the case of the quite fortuitous occurrence of 6xC 6x. Owing to the high electrical capacitance of the region between two conducting phases, the charge density there is usually high arid g(dip) must be regarded in principle as dependent on the electrical state of the interphase.
Metal/solution interphase
For ideally polarizable interphases in the absence of specific adsorption (see section 5.2) the electric potential drop may be written as the sum of a contribution arising from charge separation across the interface and one arising from dipole orientation: 
If ions are specifically adsorbed at a metal/electrolyte interphase, the contribution to from the ions on the electrolyte side of the interface does not vanish at = -= 0.
Since the amount of ions specifically adsorbed is a function of the nature of the metal, the composition of the electrolyte etc., the potential of zero charge also depends on these factors. The presence of specifically adsorbed ions may also change the orientation of polar solvent molecules in the interface. Hence the analysis of g(dip), even at the potential of zero charge, is complex. g(dip) will also, in general, be a function of the free charge = -on the interphase, i.e. of g(ion).
The adsorption of uncharged molecules may also change g(dip) in much the same way as xs is changed at a free liquid surface. However, because of the possibility of considerable variations of charge, the orientation of these molecules may vary and consequently their contribution to g(dip) is charge dependent.
Metal/metal interphase
When two uncharged metals, M1 and M2 are brought in contact, electrons flow from the metal with lower work function to that with higher until their electrochemical potentials in the two phases become equal. This corresponds to the Fenni level becoming the same in the two phases ( Fig. 4) .
At equilibrium, free charges are present also at the free surfaces. These are responsible for the onset of a measureable contact potential difference (Volta potential difference), which is defined as the electric potential difference between one point in the vacuum close to the surface of M1 and another point in the vacuum close to the surface M2. From eqn. (2.3.4) the contact potential difference is given by: Since across the free surfaces of the phases the surface potential may be assumed to be independent of charge (cf. section 2.3) ( Since the charges on the free surfaces are vanishingly small, x5 may be assumed to remain constant. Thus (cf. Free charge and dipole contributions to potential drops are in principle different at different interphases of the same phase.
Metal/semiconductor interphase
The difference from the case in section 3.3 is that the electron density in semiconductors is as a rule so small that the free charge is a diffuse space charge and the surface region thus goes deeply into the phase (very many atomic diameters). Hence, most of q is located in the surface region of the semiconductor, where the surface excess or deficiency of electrons constitutes a space charge.
The contribution of potential in the space charge region of the semiconductor results in a change in the electron energy levels with distance from the interface. This is usually described as "bending of the energy bands". Thus the bands are bent, upwards if a > 0 and downwards if a < 0. Vhen a = 0 the condition of flat bands is met, provided no surface states are present. Surface states are energy levels localized in the surface region of semiconductors which do not bear any direct relation to the bulk energy level distribution, but which can exchange electrons with the bulk. In such a case; a space charge may arise even when a = 0 , in that = + where is the space charge dens ity and is the charge density associated with the surface states. 3.6 Semiconductor/solution interphase For ideally polarizable interphases in the absence of specific adsorption (see section 5.2), the electric potential drop may be written: 1xCq 4SC gC(ion) + gSC(dip) (3.6.1) where is the potential drop associated with the space charge in the semiconductor and the last two terms have the same meaning as in eqn. Arguments given in section 3.1 and section 3.4 are applicable to this interface as well.
In the presence of surface states, a = 0 does not necessarily imply the condition of flat band, for the charge trapped in the surface states may be balanced by a space charge of opposite sign in the semiconductor (cf. section 3.5).
Liquid/liquid interphase
When two immiscible, liquid, polar (or polarizable) phases Si and S2 (e.g. water and nitrobenzene) are brought in contact, molecules at the newly created interface become preferentially oriented by the short-range1 anisotropic forces located there. A dipolar layer thus arises to which a potential drop g1(dip) is associated (cf. section 3.1). If electrolytes are dissolved in the liquid phases,2a further contribution due to the redistribution of free charges may be found. Therefore, the total electric potential drop may be written: In the simple case of a common 1-1 electrolyte BA present in the two phases,the electric potential drop is defined by the equation: 
General
The thermodynamic treatment of electrified interphases follows closely that of non-ionic systems in that surface composition is discussed in terms of surface excess quantities as already described in (ref.
2).
Ideally unpolarizable interphase
When at least one charged component is present in appreciable quantities in both phases adjoining the interphase and the interphase is permeable to at least one charged species the Gibbs adsorption equation for a plane interphase has the same form as that for a system of neutral molecules:
3dT-Td7+dY+rdP=o (4.2.1) where T is the temperature, p the external pressure, y the interfacial tension and p the chemical potential of the combination of species i whose net charge is zero (e.g. a salt or a metal etc . ) , S is the surface excess of entropy of unit area of interphase , T is the thickness (or excess volume of unit area of the interphase and r is the surface excess of the group of species i. The summation is over all the chemical species I from which the interphase arid its adjacent phases can be constituted, except one which is selected arbitrarily as a reference corirponent.
Since eqn.(4.2.l) is in terms of the interfacial tension y, it is implied that this treatment is for fluid interphases. The term required to replace dy for interphases including a solid is discussed in section 7. Much of the discussion of the other terms is common to both types of interphases. which is the Lippmann equation. EA is the potential of a cell in which the reference electrode has an interfacial equilibrium with one of the ionic components of A. Since more than one type of reference electrode may be chosen, more than one quantity Q may be obtained. Consequently Q cannot be considered as equivalent to the physical charge on a particular region of the interphase. It is in fact an alternative way of expression of a surface excess or combination of surface excesses of charged species.
The potential at which a given type of charge Q vanishes is often called potential of zero total charge, EQO, to be distinguished from the potential of zero free charge, E00. The shorter term potential of zero charge is commonly used to indicate the latter quantity.
Ideally polarizable interphase
Differences from the behaviour of interphases containing only neutral species arise when the interphase may be described as ideally polarizable. This term is used when no charged component is common to both phases adjoining the interphase. This may arise as a result of the equilibrium conditions or from the kinetics of charge transfer and leads to an Interphase impermeable to electric charge. In such an interphase it is convenient to divide the interfacial region into two parts: one containing the charged species from one phase (ci), the other containing those from the other phase (3). The physical charge on unit area of either side of the interphase may then be defined in terms of the surface excesses of the charged species in the system: 
Z-
Note b: When the interphase is between a metal (or a semiconductor) and an electrolyte, the cell would normally be made by combining this electrode (solid/electrolyte) with a reference electrode in equilibrium with the electrolyte. The potential E would then be measured between a contact attached to the metal under study and a contact attached to the reference electrode. When the interphase is between two electrolytes, two such reference electrodes would be used one in equilibrium with each electrolyte and E measured between contacts attached to these.
where the sum in eqn. (4.3.1) is over all charged components in phase a arid that in eqn. and B and C are particular charged species in phases a and respectively. (E/1J)TpO = -(rIa)TpP It is most readily measured for a ideally polarizable interphase when it becomes:
,P,P7
Since the charge a (or a) is defined in terms of the surface excesses of the charged components by eqns. where (sol) and (ad) stand for solution and adsorbed, respectively.
The theoretical interpretation of this process in terms of structure is at present based on rather simplified models. Here we outline current terminology for adsorption at an interphase between an electrolyte and another condensed phase (most often a metal) . It should be remembered that further knowledge about the structure of interphases may render this terminology inexact or obsolete.
Adsorption of ions-non-specific adsorption
Ions approach the interface differently depending on the forces in play. Ions are non-specifically adsorbed (posivitely or negatively) when they are subjected in the interphase only to long-range coulombic interactions (attraction or repulsion). They are believed to retain their solvation shell, and in the position of closest approach to the interface they are separated from it by one or more solvent monomolecular layers. The locus of the electrical centers of non-specifically adsorbed ions in their position of closest approach is the outer Helmholtz plane (OH?).
The position of this plane for the anion and the cation of the electrolyte may differ. It may also differ for the different cations and the different anions of a mixed electrolyte solution. This is also the case with an electrolyte solution in mixed solvents in the composition range where more than one solvent species is present in the interfacial layer. The region in which non-specifically adsorbed ions are accumulated and distributed by the contrasting action of the electric field arid thermal motion is called the diffuse layer. The region between the OH? and the interface is called the inner (compact) layer. If only non-specifically adsorbed ions are present in the interphase, it is often denoted by the term ion free layer.
The nomenclature for distances arid potentials in the double layer varies from one school to another. We recommend here a system based on the use of a as the coordinate perpendicular to the plane of the interface and cp for potentials since in this region the potentials are closest to inner potentials. However since they are not strictly inner potentials the location is denoted as a subscript and not a superscript, the latter being reserved for true inner potentials.
The origin of the coordinate system is taken at the interface and the OH? is at a distance from this a2, thus the inner layer thickness is a2 (this is sometimes called d or ). The diffuse layer stretches from a2 to the bulk of the solution phase.
The potential of a metal phase is usually taken as uniform and equal to the inner potential while that of the electrolyte in the bulk is c. The mean potential on the OH? is 2-Thus the potential drop across the inner layer is (' -2) and that across the diffuse layer is (2 -S). It is often convenient to take as zero. The OH? potential is sometimes called i0, P1 or but these usages are not recommended because of confusion with outer potentials.
The areal free charge in the diffuse layer is denoted by 0d and it may be regarded as made up of the charges contributed by an excess or deficiency of each ionic species 0d d (5.2.1) the sum being over all ionic species in the solution. d is the areal excess amount of charge contained in a tube of solution starting from the OHP and extending into the bulk of the solution. The thickness of the diffuse layer is often small compared to the thickness of the diffusion layer (ref. 5).
In a given system the existence of non-specific adsorption can only be verified by a number of tests most of which depend on the assumption that the behaviour of ions in the diffuse layer can be calculated from a model. The model most widely used is the Gouy-Chapman theory.
Model-independent tests include the absence of adsorption at 0M , and the identical behaviour of different cations or anions of the same charge, but such tests are not very widely useful.
Tests depending on the Gouy-Chapman theory depend on the calculated relations between 2 and 0d, 2 and c or cY and a. Their sensitivity depends a great deal on the detailed conditions and must be carefuhy assssed.
Differential capacitances for the two parts of the interphase may be defined by noting that formally:
At constant composition the left-hand side is equal to the reciprocal of the differential capacitance of the whole interphase, so that eqn. (5.2.2) may be written:
that is the interphase behaves in the absence of specific adsorption as a series combination of C1 the inner layer capacitance and Cd the diffuse layer capacitance. Note that this does not imply the existence of physical charge distribution equivalent to that in a system of two condensers.
In the case of the semiconductor/electrolyte interface, the space charge contributes one more capacitance CSC in series with C-and Cd.
Specific adsorption of ions
Ions become specifically adsorbed when short-range interactions between them and the interphase become important. They are believed then to penetrate into the inner layer and may (but not necessarily) come in contact with the metal surface. They are usually assumed to form a partial or complete monolayer. The locus of the electrical centers of this layer of specifically adsorbed ions is the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) assumed to be at a distance a1 from the metal surface. By superequivalent adsorption is meant that the specifically adsorbed amount of charge in the Il-I? (1) is higher than the charge on the metal phase taken with the reverse sign. Thus the diffuse charge has the same sign as that on the metal.
Specific adsorption is detected by the deviation of the system from the behaviour described in the previous section, notably in that the surface excess of ions can no longer be explained in terms of an ion-free layer and a diffuse layer obeying Gouy-Chapman theory. The contribution to the solution charge from ions whose centers lie in the region a1 < a < a2 is denoted by 01 so that the interphase electroneutrality condition is now written:
The separation of a into &-and 0d cannot be made without the introduction of a model. Use of the Gouy-Chapnian theory and the assumption that one of the ionic components is not specifically adsorbed enables the other a to be calculated and so the specifically adsorbed charge due to each other ion to be obthined:
In view of the short-range of the forces causing specific adsorption the quantities a are often equivalent to less than one monolayer of ions. Consequently the real distributin is often represented in models as a monolayer of ions with their centers on the IHP. 
The inner layer capacity can be further analysed to express its dependence on specific adsorption. The potential drop across the inier layer may be assumed to depend on the chaTge 6 and the specifically adsorbed charges Yj. From this assumption it follows generally that
Thus the inner layer capacitance may be related to a series of partial capacitances which depend on
and on each o for the specifically adsorbed ions:
Here the subscript o means that all o are kept constant except one.
Subject to the assumption of Gouy-Chapman theory (or other model of the diffuse layer) these quantities may be determined from experiment.
Partial charge transfer
The quantities defined above are in terms of the surface excesses of the ionic components Tj expressed as their equivalent charge using eqn.(4.5.3). In the real system, particularly when adsorption is specific the ionic charge may not retain the same value as in the bulk of the solution owing to electronic interaction during the formation of an adsorption bond. The fraction of charge shared by the adsorbed particle may be characterized by a partial charge number. This term, although conceptually correct when applied to the model, is not adequate to indicate the quantity accessible to experimental measurements on a thermodynamic basis. The accessible quantity is the formal partial charge number defined by
Bi-B Physically, 1B measures the average number of unit charge supplied to the electrode from the external circuit when one molecule of species B is adsorbed at constant potential.
The term "electrosorption valency" and a different symbol have also been suggested for the quantity defined by eqn. (5.4.1). However, the former term is preferable on a conceptual basis. According to eqn. (5.4.1) daM is the charge which must be supplied to the system for E to remain constant as the adsorption changes by drB. 1B is the only parameter which can be obtained thermodynamically. The actual partial charge number can be obtained only on the basis of some model assumptions. The latter coincides with 1B only if adsorption does not affect the structure of the electrical double layer.
Adsorption of uncharged molecules
The absence of a charge on a molecule means that the long-range coulombic forces which form the diffuse double layer of ions play no role and adsorbed neutral molecules can be assumed to be present only in the inner layer although if they are larger than the solvent molecules previously present there, the thickness of the inner layer may be increased. Consequently the adsorption of neutral molecules is normally treated as monolayer adsorption (although multilayers can be formed in some systems).
Since no charge is introduced into the inner layer by the adsorption , equation ( A formal partial charge number may be defined for neutral molecules in the same way as in equation (5.4.1); it includes effects due to change in thickness, effective permittivity or orientation of molecules rather than charge transfer.
6 ADSORPTION ISOTHERM
General
Adsorption in systems of neutral molecules is frequently expressed in terms of an adsorption isotherm which gives the amount adsorbed (or surface excess) as a function of bulk activity of the same species at constant temperature. The equation chosen to describe the isotherm may have some theoretical significance or may be empirical. In the former case an attempt may be made to learn about the interactions between species in the adsorbed state. This procedure is open to a number of difficulties. When the interface is ideally polarizable there is an additional difficulty in that the electrical state of the interphase must also be kept constant for the determination of the relation between surface and bulk concentration.
Two possibilities for this may be proposed: to determine the isotherm at constant a or at constant (M -S) (or at some constant cell potential which is equivalent to this) (Note c).
From a formal thermodynamic point of view isotherms may be equally well calculated at constant charge or at any well-defined constant potential. However the physical significance of the relation thus obtained may depend on properties other than those of the interface, especially if constant cell potential is used. At present no completely satisfactory solution to this problem has been obtained so that no recommendation of the correct procedure can be made. In each case all other variables are kept constant. It must be noted that this approach allots the whole of the change in the interfacial tension to the added species. However it should be remembered that the interfacial concentration of other species niay be changed by the introduction of the new species.
If the area occupied by the adsorbing species in question is put equal to 1/1', the two-dimen sional equation of state relating v or and hr is another expression of the adsorption isotherm and may be coithined with it to obtain a relation between v or and the bulk activity of this species. 6 .3 Specific types of adsorption isotherm A number of different specific forms of isothem has been proposed on the basis of more or less realistic physical models. Three approaches may be distinguished.
1. The assumption that the base solution may be regarded as a continuum and the adsorbed species behaves like the analogous adsorbate at the vapour/condensed phase interface.
2. The assumption that the adsorption process is a replacement reaction in which the adsorbing species replaces another species, normally the solvent.
3. The interphase is regarded as a two-dimensional solution and treated in a manner analogous to that used for bulk solutions.
No specific recommendations can be made at present, except that the tests used for assigiiing isotherm relations should be critical and that the procedures used should be clearly described.
Standard Gibbs energy of adsorption are frequently derived from the fitting of adsorption isotherrns. It should be recognized that the use of a semiempirical equation to fit data that does not extend to very low coverage may lead to a quantity of limited significance.
It is recommended that the term standard Gibbs energy of adsorption should be reserved for the quantity which does not depend on surface coverage and it is essential that the standard states to which it refers should always be given, since like all other quantities of this type it is meaningless without this information.
INTERFACES BETWEEN PHASES OF WHICH ONE IS SOLID
General
The behaviour at a solid surface is more complicated than that at a liciuid because it is not always possible to verify that the surface is in mechanical equilibrium. As a result the characterization of solid surfaces (except under high vacuum) is less well developed than that of liquids. This section is consequently more tentative than the previous ones. Further information may be obtained from the excellent review by Linford (ref. 9) on which these proposals are based.
Surface energies
The reversible work of formation of unit area of new surface by cleavage is called the superficial work. It has previously been called specific surface work, surface energy, surface tension or surface free energy. The symbol recommended here is y, in preference to a which is preferred by Linford, because of the confusion with surface charge density. The superficial work y is a scalar quantity and consequently is isotropic.
The work required to form unit area of new surface by stretching under equilibrium conditions is the surface stress which is a tensor because it is generally anisotropic. T1 is numerically equal to the force acting in the jth direction per unit length of expose?I edge, the edge being normal to the ith direction, that must be applied to a terminating surface to keep it in equilibrium, the ith and jth directions lying in the plane of the surface.
In general, surface area changes will be neither wholly plastic (as in cleavage) or wholly elastic (as in equilibrium stretching). To deal with this situation, a generalized surface parameter y may be defined which is conjugate to the general (part plastic, part elastic) surface area change. For an isotropic solid this will be sum of two contributions taken in proportion to the fractions of the two types of strain i.e. S = (dc/dc)y + (dc/dc)T (7.2.1) where E and c are the plastic and elastic contributions to the total strain E p e tot In the more general case both y and T are tensors. In addition surface thermodynamic parameters analogous to the usual bulk thermodynamic functions may be defined. dy + (y -T)dEe (7.3.1) This means that to recover the remaining equations in the form given in section 4 the elastic strain must be kept constant. Since this is not usually possible, the additional terms should be taken into account, e.g. the Lippmann equation becomes: = -a -(i -T)(EeIE)TPp The magnitude of the contribution of the second term on the right-hand side of eqn. (7.3.2) is not known for certain at present. Total surface area change (strain)
